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 Healthcare wearables passively track data



 Only concerned with physical wellness
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Only 50% of Fitbit’s nearly 20 
million registered users remained 
active users of their devices”
Garber, 2015. The Atlantic

IMAGE SOURCE - Fitbit.com

http://www.theatlantic.com/technology/archive/2015/07/the-ennui-of-the-fitbit/398129/


Slow growth is not a category or 
competition issue rather it is a 
reflection of the saturation of the 
innovation of the market
James Park, Fitbit CEO, 2017 Q4 Earnings Call



Rethinking the healthcare wearable



CONCEPT
Göbie is a healthcare wearable focused on improving social 
wellness through play

Göbie catalyzes spontaneous and connected play experiences 
that help users create a sense of community wherever and 
whenever. 
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$1 billion in 6 months

Pokemon Go
Location based 
interesting social product



Screen-mediated connections



Americans spend a staggering 4.7 hours a 
day on their smart-phones

-Lulu Chang, Digital Trends



Relentless connection 
leads to a new solitude. 
We turn to new 
technology to fill the 
void, but as technology 
ramps up, our emotional 
lives ramp down.
-Sherry Turkle, Professor of the Social Studies of 
Science and Technology 



Phones can leave us feeling 
ALONE TOGETHER



Urbanites in particular are 

not getting enough 

face to face interaction 
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We need face-to-face contact and intimate human 
connections...to preserve our mental and physical 
well-being.  -Matthew Lieberman, Cognitive Neuroscientist



social
wellness

contact 

connection



Face-to-Face Interaction 

In-Person

Verbal (dialogue)

Non-Verbal (gestures)
 

Connection 

Understanding

Mutual reciprocation
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This is where Göbie fits in!



Hardware design allows users to interact without 
the mediation of a screen, encouraging them to 
be more present and aware of their surroundings 



social
wellness

contact 

connection

PLAY



Göbie utilizes PLAY as the catalyst for social 
interaction. PLAY provides a fun, non-committal 
shared goal or purpose. 



“Regular play has been linked to both 
cognitive and social development in both 
children and adults. The more we can play 
in our everyday lives, the healthier we are.”

-Nicholas Fortugno, CCO/Co-Founder, Playmatics



TARGET MARKETS



CORPORATE PARTNERSHIPS



“Gobie would really fit 
into our environment. 
There's a lot of diversity 
and inclusion initiatives. 
We try to create a fun 
playful culture.”
-Google Recruiter 



Organizational wellness trends are progressing 
towards social-emotional well-being.



“2017 corporate wellness programs are all about 
moving beyond physical wellness to consider 
employee’s holistic wellbeing.” 

-Michael d’Amato, Wellness Advocate

“Going beyond physical health in wellness 
programs” is an important benchmark for 
evaluating wellness programs. 

-2016, HERO Health (national leader in the advancement of organizational 
health and well-being)



“If this were on kickstarter, I 
would buy it. It’s a great way for 
my employees to have fun and 
build community.”

-Marketing/Photography Network Firm Owner
 in San Francisco



corporate wellness programs

http://wellsource.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/08/How_Much_Should_a_Wellness_Program_Cost.pdf
http://wellsource.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/08/How_Much_Should_a_Wellness_Program_Cost.pdf
http://wellsource.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/08/How_Much_Should_a_Wellness_Program_Cost.pdf


FESTIVALS AND CONFERENCES



“Interested in this product for 
weeklong Microsoft events. Lots of 
people come from all over the world 
for conferences and don’t get 
outside of their clique. This product 
could be a great platform to help 
people interact with people they 
don’t know.”
-



Events add an additional layer of “shared 
experience” which lowers the barrier to 
interaction for a wider audience.

Events could use Gobie as a platform to 
coordinate innovative event experiences 
specific to the event.



This could be impromptu dance parties and 
flash mobs for music festivals or exchanging 
business cards for a professional conference.

Events could use Gobie to encourage 
interaction with point-based incentives users 
accumulate throughout the event duration.





DEVELOPER KITS



Capitalizing on the early adopter market, Oculus 
rift sold over 175,000 of its DK1 and DK2 
development kits 

-Oculus E3 press event 

IMAGE SOURCE - Koenig’s DIY





URBAN CENTERS



Due to its transient nature, Urban Centers are the 
perfect setting for easy, noncommittal 
interactions. Dense populations create a greater 
probability for reaching a critical mass of users. 





Next steps 

Develop the screenless notification hardware (haptic 
feedback, LED’s and gestures)

Focus on social interaction and wellness aspects; 
partner with interaction designers to develop content

Beta test internally at Panasonic



SXSW Recap



~200 
per day over 4 days wanted to 

learn more about Göbie 



“HOW DOES IT WORK?”
What is a social wellness wearable?



Extroverted 
and willing to 
participate in 

playtest 

Super shy and 
hesitant to 
interact with 
Göbie 

Tried on Göbie 
but didn’t want 
to do the dance

Found the dance 
fun, but didn’t 
try it for more 
than one cycle 

ENGAGEMENT



Engaged and 
interested

Disengaged and 
disinterested

Super engaged, 
but disinterested

Not very engaged, 
but super interested

INTEREST

� � ⅓ ⅓ 



Super Engaged, but Disinterested�   
Of Users



Good for social 
events, team 

building, Not for me 
but knows people 
who would love it



Engaged and Interested⅓  
Of Users



Coolest project at 
Panasonic. It's a Kickstarter 
waiting to happen, perfect 

for group activities at 
work, or short little dances 

for everyone

-Media Marketing at a Tech Company 



Not Engaged, but 
Super Interested

⅓  
Of Users





BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES



Schools



“Could see as great for 
middle schoolers and 
teenagers to get them 
off their phones.”
-Valerie, Nurse Practitioner

 



Offices



“Gobie would really fit 
into our environment. 
There's a lot of diversity 
and inclusion initiatives. 
We try to create a fun 
playful culture.”
-Google Recruiter 



Social 
Therapy



“See use in medical 
field - mental health 
& physical health 
connection”
-Jacqueline gilford, Texas Medical 
Center Innovation Institute
 



Conferences and Festivals



Interested in this product for 
weeklong Microsoft events. Lots of 
people come from all over the world 
for conferences and don’t get 
outside of their clique. This product 
could be a great platform to help 
people interact with people they 
don’t know.
-



FITNESS CLASS



USER FEEDBACK



-



•

•

•



-Designer at Honda



Why isn’t it incorporated into an 
existing wearable?



SOLUTION
•Price point – Want it to be more affordable 

•UNIQUE – Different band designs + added features 
•Modular - with you all the time but not necessarily wearing it



What if there are not enough users?



SOLUTION
Launch at organized events - College campus or return to SXSW 

Try it internally at Panasonic



I would never wear/do this 
out in public



SOLUTION
Developing a wider range of content



KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS



+ +



~130/200 
People interacted with Göbie on Day One



70% Interested 
(rated it a 4 or 5)





Moving Forward

●Developing different types of content
○ Partnerships (specific content depending on partner)

●Rethinking the look and feel
●New Areas – Corporations, Tourism, Schools, etc
●Reconsider age range


